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Path dependencein historical sociology

JAMES MAHONEY
Brown University

Recently, several historical sociologists have argued that the study of
path dependence has important implications for social research. Analysts such as Ronald Aminzade, Larry Griffin, Larry Isaac, William
Sewell, Margaret Somers, and Charles Tilly have suggested that many
crucial social phenomena can be adequately explained only in terms of
path dependence.1 Moreover, these scholars have argued that the field
of historical sociology offers tools of analysis especially well suited for
the study of path dependence. In making this argument, historical
sociologists follow the lead of prestigious economic historians who
have asserted that the analysis of path dependence opens whole new
frontiers of research in economics.2
Unfortunately, analysts have yet to define the concept "path dependence" in a manner that demonstrates why path-dependent patterns
and sequences merit special attention. Quite often, path dependence is
defined as little more than the vague notion that "history matters" or
that "the past influences the future."3 Such general definitions have
led scholars inappropriately to understand path dependence as a form
of analysis that simply traces outcomes back to temporally remote
causes. While this kind of historical research may employ various
modes of "path analysis" in which relationships among temporally
sequenced variables are considered, it does not necessarily examine
path-dependent processes of change.4
In this article, I argue that path dependence characterizes specifically
those historical sequences in which contingent events set into motion
institutional patterns or event chains that have deterministic properties.
The identification of path dependence therefore involves both tracing
a given outcome back to a particular set of historical events, and
showing how these events are themselves contingent occurrences that
Theory and Society 29: 507-548, 2000.
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cannot be explained on the basis of prior historical conditions.5
Because the presence or absence of contingency cannot be established
independent of theory, the specification of path dependence is always a
theory-laden process. Nevertheless, within the context of any given
research program, criteria exist for determining whether an event is
contingent, thereby allowing analysts to make objective claims about
the existence of path dependence.
Substantive analyses of path-dependent sequences offer explanations
for particular outcomes, often "deviant outcomes" or instances of "exceptionalism." Deviant case studies, which by definition "analyze cases
in which an outcome that had been predicted by theory did not occur,"6
follow a path-dependent logic when early contingent events set cases
on an historical trajectory of change that diverges from theoretical
expectations. In some instances, path-dependent studies focus on deviant cases that have extremely rare or even unique outcomes. In the
discussion below, for example, the creation of the global capitalist
system in Europe, the fate of socialist organizations in the United
States, and the industrial revolution in England are considered from
this standpoint. Path-dependent studies may also focus on deviant
cases that possess outcomes shared by other cases, but that lack the
causal variables normally associated with the occurrence of these outcomes. In the analysis below, for example, the development of large
private corporations in the United States is considered as an outcome
that occurred despite a lack of the initial conditions associated with its
emergence in other countries.
Within the framework of path dependence, scholars often consider two
dominant types of sequences. First, some path-dependent investigators
analyze self-reinforcing sequences characterized by the formation and
long-term reproduction of a given institutional pattern. Self-reinforcing
sequences often exhibit what economists call "increasing returns."7
With increasing returns, an institutional pattern - once adopted delivers increasing benefits with its continued adoption, and thus over
time it becomes more and more difficult to transform the pattern or
select previously available options, even if these alternative options
would have been more "efficient."As yet, however, economists have
not fully specified the ways in which institutions deliver increasing
returns over time. Most economists assume that utilitarian mechanisms
of cost-benefit analysis underpin processes of institutional reproduction once an increasing returns process has been initiated. Historical
sociologists enrich the study of reinforcing sequences by identifying
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additional mechanisms that can underpin reproductive processes,
including functional, power, and legitimation mechanisms. Understandingthe specificmechanismsthat produceself-reinforcementis of
crucial importancebecause alternativemechanismssuggest different
waysin whichpatternsmarkedby path dependencemightbe reversed.8
A second basic type of path-dependentanalysis involves the study of
reactive sequences. Reactive sequences are chains of temporally ordered

and causallyconnected events.9These sequencesare "reactive"in the
sense that each event within the sequence is in part a reaction to
temporally antecedent events. Thus, each step in the chain is "dependent"on prior steps.With reactivesequences,the final event in the
sequenceis typicallythe outcome under investigation,and the overall
chain of events can be seen as a path leading up to this outcome. For
a reactivesequenceto follow a specificallypath-dependenttrajectory,
as opposed to representingsimply a sequence of causally connected
events, the historical event that sets the chain into motion must have
propertiesof contingency.Furthermore,the overall event chain itself
must be markedby processes of "inherentsequentiality."
As we shall
see, many event sequenceslack these propertiesand thus shouldnot be
consideredpath-dependent.
researchershavebeenthe scholarsmost concerned
Historically-oriented
with studyingpath-dependentsequences- whetherself-reinforcingor
reactive- becausethese analystsfocus on particularoutcomes,temporal sequencing, and the unfolding of processes over long periods of
time. Non-historically-orientedsociologists, by contrast, may reject
the entire enterpriseof studyingpath dependence,both because they
may not believe social scientists should be concernedwith explaining
particularoutcomes, and because they may view non-generalizable
historicaleventsas invalidexplanatoryfactors.Some historicalsociologists may themselves hold a similar view. In fact, most work in
historicalsociology strivesto identifygeneralizablecausal factors that
explain outcomes across multiple cases without having to appeal to
contingenthistoricalevents.10This articledoes not seek to reorientall
such modes of analysis toward the study of path dependence.Nevertheless, the articledoes seek to establishthat path-dependentanalysis
representsone potentially important strand in the overall project of
historical-sociologicalinvestigation.
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Conceptualizingpath dependence
In defining path dependence, many historical sociologists employ a
broad conceptualization that essentially entails the argument that
past eventsinfluencefutureevents.For example,accordingto Sewell's
influential definition, path dependence means "that what has happened at an earlierpoint in time will affectthe possible outcomes of a
sequence of events occurring at a later point in time."1 Definitions
such as this one haveled manyscholarsto characterizetheirarguments
as path-dependentsimplybecauseearliereventsaffectlaterevents.For
example, in her excellent study of oil-producingnations, Terry Karl
characterizesher argumentas path-dependentbecause it shows that
"the impact of decisionsmade in the past persistsinto the presentand
definesthe alternativesfor the future."12And Bart Nooteboom adopts
a similar approach when he argues that organizational evolution
"is path-dependent in the usual sense that directions for future
developmentare foreclosed or inhibited by directions taken in past
development." 13

Implicitly,most historical sociologists employ a more specific understanding of path dependencethat goes beyond the basic notion that
past choices affect future processes.This understandingis related to
theirongoingand sophisticatedeffortsto assess how process,sequence,
and temporalitycan be best incorporatedinto social explanation.14At
the same time, however,most historicalsociologistshave not specified
exactly how a focus on processes, sequences, and temporalityunderpins path-dependentexplanation.
I suggestthat all path-dependentanalysesminimallyhave three defining features.First,path-dependentanalysisinvolvesthe studyof causal
processesthat are highly sensitiveto eventsthat take place in the early
stages of an overall historical sequence.15As Paul Pierson notes, in a
path-dependentpattern"earlierpartsof a sequencemattermuch more
than later parts, an event that happens 'too late' may have no effect,
althoughit mighthavebeen of greatconsequenceif the timinghad been
different."16 A classic illustrationof this point is Brian Arthur'sdiscussion of a Polya urn experiment,in which an empty urn is filled by
adding colored balls one at a time. After the first color is randomly
selected, the probabilityof all subsequentcolors being selected depends on the proportion of colors in the urn. As Arthur shows, the
colors selected in the first few roundsare extremelyimportantfor the
finalcompositionof the urn becausemathematicalprobabilitiesensure
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that the proportionsof colors will soon stabilizearounda fixedpoint.17
In demonstratingthe importanceof earlyevents,this exampleaccords
with recent dicta in historical sociology that "the order of events
makes a difference";and that "whenthings happenwithin a sequence
affectshowthey happen."18
Second, in a path-dependentsequence,earlyhistoricalevents are contingent occurrences that cannot be explained on the basis of prior
events or "initialconditions."19Since these early historical events are
of decisive importance for the final outcome of the sequence, this
criterionrules out the possibilityof predictinga final outcome on the
basis of initial conditions.As JackGoldstone notes, "Pathdependence
is a propertyof a systemsuch that the outcome over a period of time is
not determinedby any particularset of initial conditions. Rather, a
system that exhibits path dependency is one in which outcomes are
relatedstochasticallyto initialconditions."20For instance,in the Polya
urn experiment,the final composition of the urn is entirelyindeterminate before the first color has been selected; only once early random
processeslead to the selection of certain colors does the system begin
to stabilizearoundan equilibrium.
Third, once contingent historical events take place, path-dependent
sequences are marked by relativelydeterministiccausal patterns or
what can be thought of as "inertia"- i.e., once processesare set into
motion and begin trackinga particularoutcome, these processestend
to stay in motion and continue to track this outcome. The nature of
this inertiawill vary dependingon the type of sequenceanalyzed.With
self-reinforcingsequences,inertia involvesmechanismsthat reproduce
a particularinstitutionalpattern over time. With reactive sequences,
by contrast,inertiainvolvesreactionand counterreactionmechanisms
that give an event chain an "inherentlogic" in which one event "naturally"leads to anotherevent.21Although both kinds of sequencesare
characterizedby relativelydeterministicproperties,specificsets of conditions can be identifiedthat cause the "reversal"of path dependence.
Given this definition, it is worth emphasizing that the majority of
comparative-historicalstudies - including important works such as
Theda Skocpol's States and Social Revolutions and Jack Goldstone's
Revolution and Rebellion in the Early Modern World - do not offer

specificallypath-dependentexplanations.22Rather, these studies explain similarand contrastingoutcomes among cases throughconfigurationsof variablesthat are assumedto have predictablecausaleffects,
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without making any assumptionsabout the historical contingencyof
these variables.When scholars describe argumentssuch as these as
path-dependent,they are mistakenlyequating path dependencewith
all historical explanations that highlight the importance of causal
sequencesin the past.

Self-reinforcingsequences
One type of path-dependentapproachexamines sequencesthat have
self-reinforcingproperties.In these sequences, initial steps in a particulardirection induce furthermovementin the same direction such
that over time it becomes difficultor impossibleto reversedirection.
Economists characterize such self-reinforcing sequences with the
expression "increasingreturns"to highlight how the probabilityof
furthersteps along a given path increaseswith each move down that
path until an equilibriumpoint is reached.23In the economic history
literature,the logic of increasingreturnshas been used to explain the
persistence of several potentially inefficient technologies, including
types of typewriterkeyboards,automobiles,video recorders,electricity
supplies,nuclearpowerplants, railroadgauges,pesticides,televisions,
pollutioncontrolsystems,and computerprogramminglanguages.24
Although economists often focus on outcomes such as technology
developmentor industry location, many analysts believe increasing
returnsprocesses apply to the persistenceof a broad range of social
and political institutions.25Despite other differences,almost all institutional perspectives understand "institutions"as enduring entities
that cannot be changed instantaneouslyor easily.26This quality of
persistencemakes institutions a particularlyuseful object of inquiry
for analystsconcernedwith self-reinforcingsequences.
In analyzinginstitutionsfroma path-dependentperspective,historical
sociologists follow Stinchcombe'smodel of historicist explanation,
whichidentifiestwo types of causes:"Thefirstis the particularcircumstances which caused a tradition[i.e., an institution]to be started.The
second is the generalprocessby whichsocial patterns[i.e., institutional
Thus, with a historicistexplanation,
patterns]reproducethemselves."27
the processesresponsiblefor the genesis of an institutionare different
from the processesresponsiblefor the reproductionof the institution.
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Institutional genesis: Criticaljunctures, counterfactual analysis, and
contingency

With self-reinforcingsequences,periods of institutionalgenesis correspond to "criticaljunctures."28Criticaljuncturesare characterizedby
the adoption of a particularinstitutional arrangementfrom among
two or more alternatives.Thesejuncturesare "critical"becauseonce a
particularoption is selected it becomes progressivelymore difficultto
return to the initial point when multiple alternativeswere still available.29Critical junctures are often assessed through counterfactual
analysisin which investigatorsimaginean alternativeoption had been
selected and attemptto rerun history accordingly.30Such counterfactual thought experimentscan illustrate the importance of a critical
junctureby showing that the selection of an alternativeoption would
haveled to a dramaticallydifferentfinal outcome.This kind of counterfactual analysisis especiallypersuasivewhen the investigatorexplores
as a counterfactualantecedentan option that was predictedby theory
to be selected, but that was not in fact selected. In doing so, the
investigatoravoids meaningless "what if" counterfactualanalysis by
considering a counterfactualantecedent that was actually available
duringa criticaljunctureperiod, and that, accordingto theory,should
have been adopted.
In a path-dependentpattern,selectionprocessesduringa criticaljuncture period are marked by contingency. Contingency refers to the
inability of theory to predict or explain, either deterministicallyor
probabilistically,the occurrenceof a specific outcome.31A contingent
event is thereforean occurrencethat was not expected to take place,
given certaintheoreticalunderstandingsof how causalprocesseswork.
Although some analysts conceptualizecontingencyas a type of nonsystematicvariationinherentin the worldthat cannot even in principle
be eliminatedfrom causal theories,32many historical sociologists believe contingencydoes not necessitatean understandingof the world
as inherentlyprobabilistic.To argue that an event is contingentis not
the same thing as arguingthat the event is truly randomand without
antecedentcauses.33
Figure 1 offers a schematic illustration of the place of contingency
in path-dependent,self-reinforcingsequences. In this example, three
potential options (A, B, and C) are availablefor adoption at Time 1.
On the basis of the initial conditions presentat this time, as identified
by one or more explanatorytheories, the eventualadoption of a par-
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A
B

B,B,B

C
Time 1
(InitialConditions)
Multipleoptions(A, B, C) are
availablefor selection.Theoryis
unableto predictor explain the
optionthatwill be adopted.

Time 2
(CriticalJuncture)
OptionB is initiallyfavored
over competingoptions.This
is a contingentevent.

Time 3+
(Self-reinforcement)
OptionB capitalizeson
initialadvantageand is
stablyreproducedover
time.

Figure 1. Illustration of contingency in self-reinforcing sequence.

ticularoption (in this case, option B) cannot be predictedor explained.
In this sense, giventhe initialconditionsand certaintheoreticalunderstandings of causal processes, one could hypothetically"rerun"history many times, and therewould be no reason for believingoption B
wouldbe adoptedwith any morefrequencythan the alternativeoptions.
The initial adoption of option B during the critical juncture period
(Time 2) is thereforea contingentevent. As the figure suggests, once
option B is contingentlyselected,it is stablyreproducedacross time in
the future.
In the actualpracticeof research,social analystswill consideran event
to be contingentwhen its explanationappearsto fall outsideof existing
scientific theory. For example, most sociologists will treat as contingent both small events that are too specific to be accommodatedby
prevailingsocial theories,such as the assassinationof a politicalleader
or the specific choices and "agency"of particular individuals, and
large, seeminglyrandomprocessessuch as naturaldisastersor sudden
marketfluctuations.34Analysts may also treat an outcome as contingent if it contradicts the predictions of a particular theoretical frame-

work specificallydesignedto account for this class of outcome. In this
case, althoughthe outcomeis potentiallyconsistentwith the predictions
of other theories not examined,the analyst deems it to be contingent
because its occurrence directly challenges the specific theoretical
frameworkof interest. For example, economic historians treat the
adoption of an inefficienttechnology as contingent because such an
outcome contradicts the predictions of neoclassical theory, even
though this outcome may be consistentwith the expectationsof alternativesocial theories.
The major theoreticalbreakthroughsassociatedwith path-dependent
work in economics rely fully on the assumptionthat initial selection
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processes are contingent in relation to the neoclassical theoretical
frameworkthat guides knowledgeaccumulationin this field.Without
the assumptionof initial contingency,path-dependentprocesses canand "inefficiency"- propertiesthat
not be linked to "unpredictability"
are at the heart of the claim that a path-dependentperspectiveoffers
a major alternativeto the neoclassical paradigmin economics.35For
instance, to argue that the QWERTYtypewriterkeyboarddesign prevailed over the alternativeDvorak design even though it was the less
efficientformat, one must assume that the neoclassicalparadigmcannot explainwhy QWERTYaccumulatedan earlyadvantage.36In other
words, the causal factors that initiallyfavoredQWERTYmust be outside the dominantneoclassicalparadigm,otherwisethe more efficient
Dvorak keyboardformatwould havebeen selectedfrom the beginning
as predicted by neoclassical theory. In fact, the QWERTYexample
has been called into question preciselybecause some analystsbelieve
QWERTYwas the more efficientformatall along.37
Analyzing institutional reproduction

With path dependence, the causes of institutional reproductionare
distinct from the processesthat bring about the institutionin the first
place; path-dependentinstitutionspersist in the absence of the forces
responsiblefor their original production.38Unlike periods of institutional genesis, which are contingent relative to theoretical expectations, institutionalreproductionis explained by mechanismsderived
from predominanttheories.In fact, these mechanismsof reproduction
may be so causally efficaciousthat they "lock-in"a given institutional
pattern,makingit extremelydifficultto abolish.
Institutionsthat rapidlyand decisively trigger mechanismsof reproduction are especially capable of seizing opportunitiesprovided by
contingenteventsand thus settinginto motion self-reinforcingsequences that are path-dependent.Efficaciousmechanismsof reproduction
enable an institution to take advantagequickly of contingent events
that work in its favor,solidifyinga position of dominancebeforealternative institutionaloptions can recover.By contrast, with institutions
that more graduallytriggermechanismsof reproduction,a contingent
event may initially favor the institution, but the institution will not
prevailin the long run over superioralternativesbecausemechanisms
of reproductionare not activatedquicklyenoughor powerfullyenough
to capitalizeon the earlyadvantage.39
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The combinationof contingencyduringcriticaljunctureswith subsequent determinismvia mechanismsof reproductionleads to a central
path-dependent
paradoxcharacterizingthe outcomesof self-reinforcing,
sequences. Specifically,these outcomes simultaneously:1) contradict
the predictionsof a theoreticalframeworkemployedby the investigator;
and 2) are reproducedby processesassociatedwith the very theoretical
frameworkthey contradict. For example, in economic history, pathdependent analysts have gained notoriety by showing how certain
economic outcomesare "inefficient,"therebycontradictingthe predictions of neoclassical theory. Yet, these same analysts rely fully on
mechanismsassociated with neoclassical theory to explain the reproductionof theseinefficientoutcomesonce they arecontingentlyselected.
To makesense of this paradox,one must recognizethat path-dependent
argumentscontradictprevailingtheoreticalframeworksonly with respectto past optionsthat are no longerviablealternatives.For instance,
given the heavy costs of technology reversal, not even Paul David
argues it would be efficientfor contemporaryeconomic actors to replace QWERTYwith the Dvorak format,even though David believes
the more efficientchoice would have been to adopt Dvorak from the
start.40Likewise, when Piore and Sabel argue that mass production
is an inefficientoutcome, they are comparing mass production to a
possibilitythat existedin the nineteenthcentury:namely,craftproduction.41Piore and Sabeldo not argueit would necessarilybe efficientto
abandonmass productionfor craft productionat this point in history.
In summary,the contradictionwith theoryinherentin path-dependent
reinforcingsequencesappliesto optionsthat wereavailableat an earlier
criticaljuncture,not options that are presentlyavailable.
Many sociologists who study path dependence have been strongly
influencedby economic historians, and they commonly assume that
one of the most intriguing features of path dependence is potential
inefficiency.Yet, potential inefficiencyis an interestingoutcome only
in relationto the utilitariantheoreticalframeworkof neoclassicaleconomics. Sociologistshave not explicitlyrecognizedthat the fundamental paradox of self-reinforcing,path-dependentsequences identified
above can apply to theoreticalframeworksoutside of the utilitarian
tradition. To understand fully the importance of path dependence,
therefore,it is necessary to examine the broad range of theoretical
frameworksemployedin sociology.
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Loosely following Randall Collins, the dominant theoretical frameworks used to analyze institutionalreproductionin sociology can be
categorizedin terms of utilitarian,functional,power,and legitimation
explanations.42As Table 1 suggests, each of these explanatorymodes
identifiesa differentmechanismof institutionalreproduction.Furthermore, each explanationsuggestsa distinctivereasonwhy path-dependent institutions are theoreticallyintriguing.Finally, each explanation
suggestsa differentmechanismfor reversingself-reinforcingprocesses.
The following discussion examines these explanatorymodes by consideringsubstantiveexamplesfrom historicalsociology.
UtilitarianExplanation.In economic history,as we have seen, analysts
employ a utilitariantheoreticalframeworkto explain self-reinforcing
processes.43In this framework,actors rationallychoose to reproduce
institutions - including perhaps sub-optimal institutions - because
any potential benefits of transformationare outweighedby the costs.
For example,with organizationalinstitutions,factorssuch as information dissemination,organizationalinterdependencies,and user proficiencymay workto lock-inprevailingarrangementsthat are less optimal
Table 1. Typology of path-dependent explanations of institutional reproduction
Utilitarian

Functional

Power

explanation

explanation

explanation

Legitimation
explanation

Mechanism of

Institution is

Institution is

Institution is

Institution is

reproduction

reproduced
through the
rational costbenefit assessments of actors

reproduced
because it
serves a function for an
overall system

reproduced
because it is

reproduced
because actors
believe it is
morally just or

Institution

Institution may
empower an
elite group that
was previously
subordinate

Potential
characteristics
of institution

Institution may
be less efficient
than previously
available alternatives

Mechanism of

Increased

change

competitive
pressures;
learning
processes

may be less
functional than
previously
available
alternatives

Exogenous
shock that
transforms
system needs

supported by
an elite group
of actors

appropriate
Institution
may be less
consistent with
values of actors
than previously
available alternatives

Weakening of
elites and

Changes in
the values or

strengthening
of subordinate

subjective
beliefs of
actors

groups
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than previouslyavailablealternatives.Douglas North has generalized
the utilitarianlogic of institutionalreproductionin termsof the benefits
of learningeffects,coordinationeffects, and adaptiveexpectations,as
well as the costs imposedby irretrievableinvestments.44
In the field of historical sociology, rational choice analysts are the
scholars most committed to utilitarian theoretical assumptions and
thus the most obvious candidates for developing path-dependent
explanationsthat follow the theoreticallogic of economists. However,
most historicalsociologistswho adopt a rationalchoice perspectivedo
not develop specifically path-dependentexplanations. In particular,
rationalchoice analystsdo not typicallytreatthe genesis of institutions
as contingent vis-fa-visutilitariantheory.45Rather, as Hechter, Opp,
and Wippler suggest, rational choice logic "predictsthat institutions
will emerge only when it is in the private interests of individuals to

establishthem."46Hence, to this point at least, most path-dependent
argumentsthat employ utilitarianexplanationhave been advancedby
economic historians,not historicalsociologists.
In a utilitarianframework,institutionalchange occurs when it is no
longer in the self-interestof actors to reproducea given institution.
Drawingon the logic of the market,utilitariantheorists often emphasize how increased competitive pressures can lead to institutional
transformation.They may also emphasizelearningprocessesthat help
rational actors anticipate negative consequences in the future and
encouragethem to absorb short-termcosts and make a change in the
present.47These learning processes may be facilitated by "change
agents"- i.e., actors "with an unusuallyclear notion of future challenges and a high propensityto change."48Change agents may help
individuals develop a clearer notion of incentive structuresas they
evolve over time. Change agents may also help individualsovercome
familiarcollective action problemsthat preventinstitutionaltransformation.
Such utilitarianmechanismsof institutionaltransformationare often
less salient outside the marketplace,however.49In much of the social
world,it is difficultfor rationalactorsto evaluatethe costs and benefits
of alternativeinstitutionaloutcomes. Likewise, social actors may be
less likely to make decisions based on long-run cost-benefit assessments than economic actors are. Whereas property rights stabilize
expectationsand encourageactors to adopt a long time horizon in the
marketplace,equivalentmechanismsoften do not exist in the social
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world. In this sense, there are good reasons to believe that pathdependent institutions supported by utilitarian mechanisms will be
especiallyenduringoutside of the marketplace.
Functional Explanation. Functionalist accounts of self-reinforcing
processes can follow either a strong version or a weak version. In the
weak version, functionalism simply explains the reproductionof an
institution in terms of its consequences, and as such is compatible
with a wide range of theoreticalorientations.50In the strong version,
by contrast,institutionalreproductionis explainedspecificallybecause
of its functionalconsequences(e.g., integration,adaptation,survival)
for a largersystemwithin which the institutionis embedded.My concern here is with this strongversionof functionalexplanation,in which
the consequencesof an institutionfor an overallsystemare also understood to be the causesof the reproductionof that institution.51
Scholars
who employ this kind of functionalexplanationoften assume that the
initial origins of an institution can be explainedteleologicallyby the
beneficialeffectsthe institutionbrings to a system after it is created.52
However,in path-dependentanalyses,these origins are contingent.In
a path-dependentexplanation, system functionalitymay explain the
reproductionof an institution once it is created, but it does not also
accountfor the origins of the institution.53
Once contingent events initially select a particularinstitution, functionalist logic identifies predictable self-reinforcingprocesses: the
institution serves some function for the system, which causes the expansion of the institution, which enhances the institution's ability
to perform the useful function, which leads to further institutional
expansion and eventually institutional consolidation. Thus, system
functionalityreplaces the idea of efficiencyin utilitarianaccounts as
the mechanism of institutional reproduction.However,just as utilitarian path-dependent arguments assume that inefficient outcomes
may prevail, functionalistpath-dependentargumentsassume that, as
a consequenceof initial contingentselection processes,the institution
that is ultimatelyadopted may be less functionalin the long-runthan
alternativeinstitutionsthat could have been developed.54
Immanuel Wallerstein'smultivolume project on the Modern WorldSystem offers a functional explanation of the reproductionof world
capitalistinstitutionsoverthe last five-hundredyears.55Manyof Wallerstein's argumentsare not path-dependentbecause they treat episodes
of institutionalgenesis as non-contingentevents that result from the
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functional needs and teleological imperatives of the overall world
capitalist system. Wallerstein's work has been widely criticized in this
regard,56and it may seem unnecessary to examine again his functionalist
approach. However, some of Wallerstein's most interesting arguments
follow a path-dependent logic, and the overall world-system enterprise
might be partially reinvigorated by recognizing these arguments.
The most basic institution Wallerstein examines is the world capitalist
economy itself, which he argues originally developed in sixteenthcentury Europe and gradually spread elsewhere. Although Wallerstein
contends that a world capitalist economy had to develop for system
maintenance, he suggests that it did not necessarily have to develop in
Europe. Indeed, he argues there are good reasons to believe that China
- not Europe - should have been the birthplace of world capitalism.
His explanation for development of a specifically European world capitalist economy - as opposed to a Chinese world capitalist economy takes the form of a path-dependent analysis.
In the Modern World System I, Wallerstein argues that there was not
"any significant difference between Europe and China in the fifteenth
century on certain base points" (p. 62), and both regions represented
viable locations for the development of capitalism. According to Wallerstein, the "selection" of Europe over China as the birthplace of
capitalism was a contingent outcome, and it may not have been the
most functional outcome for the world system in the long run (p. 63).57
Once a capitalistic economy was launched in Europe, however, predictable self-reinforcing processes led to its rapid proliferation. The
European capitalist system required territorial expansion in order to
ensure its survival, and this territorial expansion reinforced the world
capitalist system during the period from 1450 to 1640. By the time a
full-blown capitalist world economy was consolidated in seventeenthcentury Europe, China - until recently Europe's equal or superior lagged far behind and was locked out of any leading role in the world
economy. Indeed, having missed its opportunity to lead the world in
the creation of capitalism, China was poised to enter the global capitalist system only as a weak peripheral actor. In summary, according
to Wallerstein, small initial differences between Europe and China
were extremely consequential for large subsequent differences in the
development trajectories of the two regions, and indeed the world
system as a whole.
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Like most functionalist analysts,Wallersteinhas difficultytheorizing
the ways in which reinforcingsequencesmight be reversed.Functional
explanationsassume the existence of self-regulatingsystems,and thus
institutional change usually requires an exogenous shock that puts
pressureon the overall system, making a given institution'sfunction
obsolete and demandingits transformationto preservethe system in
the new environmentalsetting.58In the case of Wallerstein,however,
no such externalforces are identifiedthat might dismantlethe global
capitalist economy.59Wallersteinseems to assume that a transformation of the systemwill occur when all workersbecome capitalistwage
laborers.60But, given his assumptionsaboutthe self-reinforcingnature
of the system, it is difficultto see how this change would amount to
anythingmore than an internaltransitionin the specificform of global
capitalism.Wallerstein'sdifficultyin explainingchange illustratesthe
more generalproblemfunctionalistsface in accountingfor the reversal
of self-reinforcingsequences short of appealingto a contingentevent
like the one that produces the path-dependentsequence in the first
place.
Power Explanation. Like utilitarian analysts, scholars who adopt
"power"explanationsof self-reinforcingprocessesassume that actors
make decisions by weighing costs and benefits.However,unlike utilitarian analysts, these scholars emphasize that institutions distribute
costs and benefitsunevenly,and they stress that actors with different
endowmentsof resourceswill typicallyhave conflictinginterestsvis-avis institutionalreproducion.In a power-centeredapproach,an institution can persist even when most individuals or groups prefer to
changeit, providedthat an elite that benefitsfromthe existingarrangement has sufficientstrengthto promoteits reproduction.61
In path-dependentanalysesthatemploya powerperspective,the genesis
of an institution is not a predicableoutgrowthof pre-existingpower
arrangements.Once the institutiondevelops, however,it is reinforced
throughpredictablepowerdynamics:the institutioninitiallyempowers
a certain group at the expense of other groups;the advantagedgroup
uses its additionalpower to expandthe institutionfurther;the expansion of the institution increases the power of the advantagedgroup;
and the advantagedgroup encouragesadditionalinstitutionalexpansion. Because early events are contingent, this sequence of empowerment can take place even though the group that benefits from the
institutionwas initiallysubordinateto an alternativegroupthat favored
the adoption of a different institution. Hence, this form of path-
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dependent analysis can be used to show how institutions alter the
power structurewithin societyby strengtheningpreviouslysubordinate
actors at the expenseof previouslydominantones.
William G. Roy's Socializing Capital: The Rise of the Large Industrial

Corporationin Americaoffersa power-based,path-dependentexplanation of the developmentand dominanceof large privatecorporations
in the United States after the 1830s.62Roy's central argumentis that,
"Theprivatizationof the corporationwas not inevitable,not the result
of inexorablehistoricalimpulses,but forgedout of contingentconcrete
events"(p. 55; see also pp. 280-283). He argues the initial conditions
suggested by previous theorists to explain the privatization of the
corporation do not apply to the United States. For instance, Roy
stressesthe privatizationof corporationswas not simplyan outgrowth
of the interests and activities of the previous corporateelite. Rather,
corporateleaders often benefitedfrom the privilegesof public ownership and did not favor a move towardprivatization(p. 73). Likewise,
rational utilitarian accounts based on efficiencyassumptions cannot
explain the emergenceof the large private corporationin the United
States (chapter2).
Roy argues that the privatizationof corporations depended on the
chance coming togetherof a series of historicaleventsthat discredited
state-supportedcorporations- i.e., the depression of 1837,the decision of states to invest in canal corporations,the spreadof railroads,
and the rise of Jacksonianantistatism(pp. 72-74; 280-281). According
to Roy, a small change in the timing of any one of these events could
have tipped the balance more in favor of large public enterprises.For
example,"If the railroadhad developedearlieror later, [the railroad
business]probablywould havebeen, and perhapsremained,more of a
governmententerprise"(p. 78; see also pp. 280-281).
Although the rise of the private corporation was not inevitable,
power dynamics increasinglylocked-in this form of enterpriseonce
it gained an advantage in the mid-nineteenthcentury. Most importantly,a new corporateclass segmentbenefitedfrom privatecorporations and worked to reproduce these corporations. This was true
even though, at an earlier point, "The winners [i.e., the corporate
leaders]were not always at the top of the social pyramid"(p. 260).
Hence, privatecorporationsinitiallyservedto constituteand empower
U.S. corporate leaders, rather than the other way around. Only
once these economic elites came into being did they work to reinforce
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the institution responsiblefor their newly establisheddominant position.
Power-basedaccounts assume that institutionalreproductionis a conflictualprocess in which significantgroupsare disadvantagedby institutionalpersistence.The presenceof this conflictmeansthat a dynamic
of potentialchangeis built into institutions,even as a dynamicof selfreinforcementalso characterizesinstitutions.Power-basedinstitutions
may reproducethemselvesuntil they reach a critical thresholdpoint,
after whichtime self-reinforcementgives way to the inherentlyconflictual aspects of the institutionand eventuallyto institutionalchange.63
For example, some analysts stress that the reproductionof elite-supported institutions may eventuallydisadvantagesubordinategroups
to the point that these groups successfully challenge the prevailing
arrangements.64Likewise, some theorists hypothesize that the very
process through which an institution empowers an elite group may
eventuallybecome a source of divisions for this elite group, which in
turn can facilitatea transformationof existingarrangements.65
In this
sense, then, power-basedaccounts of institutionalreproductionoffer
an intriguingframeworkfor explainingthe long-termpersistenceof an
institutionas well as its eventual- and perhapssudden- demise.
LegitimationExplanation.In a legitimationframework,institutional
reproductionis groundedin actors' subjectiveorientationsand beliefs
about what is appropriateor morallycorrect.66Institutionalreproduction occurs because actors view an institution as legitimateand thus
voluntarily opt for its reproduction.Beliefs in the legitimacy of an
institution may range from active moral approvalto passive acquiescence in the face of the status quo. Whateverthe degree of support,
however, legitimation explanationsassume the decision of actors to
reproducean institutionderives from their self-understandingsabout
what is the right thing to do, ratherthan from utilitarianrationality,
systemfunctionality,or elite power.
In a path-dependentframework,legitimation explanationsmaintain
that, once a given institution is contingentlyselected, the institution
will be reinforcedthroughprocessesof increasinglegitimation,even if
otherpreviouslyavailableinstitutionswouldhavebeen morelegitimate.
Increasinglegitimation processes are marked by a positive feedback
cycle in which an initial precedentabout what is appropriateforms a
basis for making future decisions about what is appropriate.As a
result, a familiar cycle of self-reinforcementoccurs: the institution
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that is initiallyfavoredsets a standardfor legitimacy;this institutionis
reproducedbecauseit is seen as legitimate;and the reproductionof the
institutionreinforcesits legitimacy.
Karen Orren's Belated Feudalism. Labor, the Law, and Liberal Develop-

mentin the UnitedStates is an exampleof a path-dependentstudy that
uses a primarilylegitimationexplanationto account for institutional
persistence.67The central institution Orren examines is the law of
master and servantthat characterizedlabor legislation in the United
States from the beginningof the republicuntil well into the twentieth
century. Orren argues that this law defied the liberal principle of
sovereignindividualityby prescribingenforceableobligations on employees as a status right. For example, being a workerin nineteenthcenturyAmericawas a legal statusconferredupon an individualbased
on personalcharacteristics(i.e., a physicalabilityto workand a lack of
other means of support)ratherthan contractualobligations;all ablebodied individualswithout independentwealthwere legallydefinedas
workersand potentiallyfaced criminalchargesif they failed to work
(pp. 74-75). Hence, in the United States, status-based, feudal-like
legislation had a belated existence, persisting centuries beyond its
demisein most of Europe.
The law of master and servant was originally established in feudal
England during the Middle Ages, and its surprisingcarry-overinto
the United States is inconsistent with the predictionsof legitimation
explanation,which assumes liberal labor legislation should have prevailed, givenelite culturein America.Once the legislationwas adopted
at the beginning of United States history, however, it persisted for
more than one-hundred-and-fiftyyears. Orren adopts a legitimation
perspectiveto explain this persistence.In particular,she emphasizes
the role of Americancourts in upholdingthe law. In her view,judges
enforcedthe law because they believed it was legitimate.Specifically,
"thejudges believedthat what was at stake was no less than the moral
orderof things,"and hence upheld the law (p. 114).Orrenemphasizes
that American judges did not follow precedent simply because of
personal gain (p. 90). Likewise, she contends that judges did not
simplysupportlegislationon behalfof the interestsof economic elites,
even though the employmentlegislation clearly benefited employers
(p. 91). Rather, she argues "that the law of labor relationswas on its
own historicaltrack,and that it carriedprotectionof businessinterests
along for the ride"(p. 112).
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Overtime,with each rulingin defenseof the legislation,a new precedent
was established that reinforcedthe legitimacy of the master-servant
employment legislation. In this sense, with the passage of time, it
became increasinglyless likely that Americanjudges would overturn
the legislation. Eventually,however, the old arrangementsdid give
way: in a series of cases during the 1930s,the SupremeCourt upheld
new legislative acts that destroyedthe remnant of feudalism and replaced it with liberalprinciples(p. 209). Accordingto Orren,pressure
from social groupsdoes not explainthis reversal:"It would be fatuous
to argue that the Court was in any way compelled in those cases to
arriveat the resultsit did" (p. 207). Instead, she stressesthe changing
beliefs of justices about what was appropriatein the industrialsetting
of early twentieth-centuryAmerica. In particular,she argues that the
adventof collectivebargainingled the Court to believethat old statusbased standardsno longer applied to the practicesthat characterized
the contemporaryeconomy (chapter5).
As this examplesuggests,legitimationexplanationslocate institutional
transformationwith inconsistencies in the multiplicity of cognitive
frameworksthat are predominant in society, providing a basis for
actors to adopt new subjectiveevaluationsand moral codes concerning appropriateness.The legitimacy underlyingany given institution
can be cast off and replaced when events bring about its forceful
juxtapositionwith an alternative,mutuallyincompatibleconceptualization. Depending on the specific institutionin question, the events that
trigger such changes in subjectiveperceptions and thus declines in
legitimacymay be linked to structuralisomorphismwith rationalized
myths, declinesin institutionalefficacyor stability,or the introduction
of new ideas by political leaders.68However, regardlessof the particular cause of declining legitimacy, the immediate mechanism of
change is a contradictionamong prevailingcognitiveframeworksand
a resultingbreakdownin consensualbeliefsregardingthe reproduction
of an institution. In a legitimation framework, then, institutional
transformationresults from changes in actors' subjectivebeliefs and
preferences,not changesin the powerdistributionof actors or changes
in the utility functions of actors who are assumed to have constant
preferences.
Summary.The analysis of contingent events that become locked-in
representsthe core of path-dependentresearchin economic history.
Yet, economic historians analyze lock-in only through the lens of
utilitariantheory.As a consequence,they fail to theorizemany poten-
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tial intriguing features of path-dependent sequences, including the
persistence of institutions that are less functional, less supportive of
elite interests, and less legitimate than institutions that could have been
adopted. Furthermore, by focusing on only utilitarian mechanisms,
economic historians offer a limited discussion of the ways in which
path dependence might be reversed. As a corrective to these shortcomings, this section discussed how historical sociologists analyze
path dependence in relation to the functional, power, and legitimation
theoretical traditions - as well as utilitarian theory. The next section
explores further how historical sociologists enrich the study of path
dependence by examining a second type of sequence not explicitly
theorized by economic historians: reactive sequences.

Reactive sequences
Reactive sequences are chains of temporally ordered and causally connected events. In a reactive sequence, each event in the sequence is
both a reaction to antecedent events and a cause of subsequent events.
Early events in the sequence are especially important to final outcomes
because a small change in one of these events can accumulate over time
and make a great deal of difference by the end of the sequence.69 These
sequences have the familiar logic of A leads to B, which leads to C,
which leads to D, and so on, such that the final event of the sequence
depends on the occurrence of the first event. For example, Isaac,
Street, and Knapp argue that the death of Martin Luther King, Jr. led
to the expansion of race-based poor relief at the expense of more
progressive programs of class-based economic reform. To simplify
their sophisticated event-structure argument, they show how King's
death (Event A) caused the failure of the Poor People's Campaign (B),
which in turn led to massive summer riots (C), which heightened
welfare militancy (D), which brought about an increase in AFDC
applications and court rulings that liberalized AFDC acceptance
criteria (E), and which fostered an explosion in the AFDC rolls in the
late 1960s (F).70
Reactive sequence arguments follow a different logic from that of
self-reinforcing sequences. Whereas self-reinforcing sequences are
characterized by processes of reproduction that reinforce early events,
reactive sequences are marked by backlash processes that transform
and perhaps reverse early events. In a reactive sequence, early events
trigger subsequent development not by reproducing a given pattern,
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but by setting in motion a chain of tightly linked reactionsand counterreactions.As Pierson suggests,"initialdisturbancesare crucial not
because they generate positive feedback, but because they trigger a
powerfulresponse.... action and reaction move the system in a new
direction,but not one that reinforcesthe firstmove."71

Contingency and conjunctural causation

With a reactivesequence,it is not self-evidenthow one should conceptualize the starting point of the sequence,which raises an important
problem. Because the decision to select any particularevents as the
startingpoint of analysismay seem arbitrary,the investigatoris prone
to keep reachingback in time in the searchfor foundationalcausesthat
underlie subsequentevents in the sequence. In other words, without
criteriafor identifyinga meaningfulbeginning point, the investigator
can easily fall into the trap of infinite regress- i.e., perpetualregression back in time to locate temporallyprior causal events. This is a
well-known problem, but few commentators have proposed serious
ideas for its resolution.72
In a path-dependentreactivesequence,the initial event that sets into
motion the overallchain of reactionsis contingent.From the perspective of theory,such an event appearsas a "breakpoint"that could not
have been anticipatedor predicted.For example, in the Isaac, Street,
and Knapp study mentioned above, the death of King is a salient
starting point because it representsan unpredictabledeparturefrom
previouslyestablishedpractices.As Sewell suggests, it is common for
historicalanalyststo begin their sequentialanalyseswith these "initial
ruptures"that marka "surprisingbreak"withtheoreticalexpectations.73
By focusing on such breakpoints,analysts of reactivesequences offer
one possible solution to the problemof infinitehistoricalregress.
The contingent initial event that triggers a reactive causal chain is
often itself the intersection point of two or more prior sequences.
Historicalsociologistsuse the expression"conjuncture"
to referto this
intersection
or
of
coming together
temporal
separatelydetermined
sequences.74The point in time at which two independentsequences
intersectwill often not be predictablein advance.Likewise,the specific
event generatedby the intersectionof the sequencesmay be outside of
the resolving power of prevailing theories. Hence, conjuncturesare
often treated as contingent occurrences.75This is true even though
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each of the sequences that collide to make a conjuncturemay themselvesfollow a highlypredictablecausalpattern.
Figure 2 presents hypotheticalexamples of sequences and conjunctures. In these examples, the lettered cells representdifferentevents
(i.e., particularvalues on variables)that are linked in a temporaland
causal sequence. The examples in the figure demonstrate how the
intersection - and the timing of the intersection - of separate sequencescan have a majorimpacton subsequentevents.
Example 1 presentstwo independentreactivesequences of events. In
this example, there is no conjuncture,because the sequences do not
intersect. Hence, each sequence follows its own autonomous causal
logic independent of a breakpoint.The subsequent three examples
consider what might occur if these two sequences were to intersect.
In example 2, the two sequences intersectto produce a conjunctural
event (i.e., event Z) not found in the trajectoryof either sequence
independentof their intersection. However, the overall trajectoryof
the sequencesis only temporarilydisrupted.In other words, following
the conjuncturepoint representedby event Z, the two sequences are
restored to their original trajectories.In this example, therefore,the
conjuncturehas no enduringconsequence.
Examples3 and 4 considerconjuncturesthat do have enduringeffects
on subsequenttrajectories.These examplesillustratethe type of conjuncturalargumentused in many path-dependentanalysesof reactive
sequences. In the examples, the intersection of the two sequences
producesa trajectorythat is distinctfromthe trajectoryeithersequence
would have followed in the absence of the conjuncture.However,in
examples3 and 4, the sequencesintersectat differenttemporalpoints.
As a result,the subsequentchain of eventsgeneratedby each conjuncture is quite distinct. Examples 3 and 4 thus illustrate that when
sequences intersect is extremely consequential for the subsequent
chain of events that occurs; it matters a great deal if two sequences
collide at an earlieror laterpoint in their trajectories.
Unpredictability,narrative, and inherent sequentiality

Even with knowledge of the contingent breakpointthat launches a
reactivesequence,analystsmay have difficultypredictingor explaining
the final outcome of the sequence. As chaos theorists have stressed,
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Example1. Two Independent
Sequencesof Events
Seq. 1

Seq. 2

A

M

B

N

C

0

D

P

E

Q

F

R

Example2. A Conjuncturewith
Example2. A Conjuncturewith
No EnduringConsequence
Seq. 2

Examples3 and4. Conjunctureswith EnduringConsequences
Seq. 2

Seq. 2

Seq. 1
Seq. I

Figure2. Examplesof sequencesand conjunctures.

final outcomes cannot necessarily be predicted on the basis of early
events in a sequence, even if the sequence is governed by rigid mathematical laws.76Yet, smaller intervals of connected events within overall
sequences often can be predicted or explained.77 For path-dependent
investigators, these smaller sets of intervening steps through which
initial breakpoints produce final outcomes - not the direct link between breakpoints and outcomes - are the central objects of analysis.
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Historicalnarrativeoffersan especiallyusefulmethodfor makingsense
of the multiple steps in a reactive sequence.78Through a narrative
account, the analyst can provide "a scene by scene descriptionof the
particularcausal paths"throughwhich an initial breakpointleads to a
final outcome.79Furthermore,the step-by-stepapproachof narrative
allows the analyst to use counterfactualmethods in exploringspecific
causal links in the overall chain. When only the initial step and final
outcome of the sequence are considered, counterfactualanalysis is
problematic because imagining that a change in initial conditions
produces a differentfinal outcome will requireimagining that many
other aspects of the world are different.By contrast,each of the many
smaller steps identifiedthroughnarrativecan potentiallybe analyzed
using counterfactualanalysiswithout havingto assume that the world
is completelydifferent.80In conjunctionwith suchcounterfactualanalysis, narrativecan help the investigatoridentifywhat Aminzade calls
"keychoice points"in a reactivesequence- i.e., "forksin the road ...
markedby the presenceof alternativepossible paths."81These choice
points facilitatean explorationof "suppressedhistoricalalternatives"
and hypothetical"paths not taken" that could have occurredif particulareventsin the reactivesequencehad been different.
The events that make up a reactive sequence are connected by tight
causal linkages, or what Griffin and Ragin call "inherent sequentiality."82The basic idea underlyinginherentsequentialityis Abbott's
notion that an "inherentlogic of events"characterizesenchained sequences.83However,this formulationleaves open the question of how
one event "logically"or "inherently"follows from another.As Goldstone suggests, path-dependentanalysts cannot simply appeal to Dr.
Seuss-like explanatory principles - i.e., "it just happened that this
happenedfirst, then this, then that, and is not likely to happen that
way again."84Rather, analysts must provide some causal account of
linkagesamong variables,a topic that historicalsociologistshave only
begun to addresssystematically.85
Although it is difficult to generalize about all reactive sequences,
processes of inherentsequentialityare often markedby three features
that enable path-dependentanalysts to avoid arbitrarySeussian explanation. First, events in a path-dependentreactive sequence are
often necessaryor sufficientconditionsfor subsequentevents.86Causal
determinismis sometimes defined by the use of necessary and sufficient conditions,87underscoringthe deterministicside of reactive sequences. Necessary and sufficientcauses are themselvesnot logically
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equivalent,and, as Abbottargues,it is helpfulto maintaina distinction
between the two. "Sufficientlinks projectforwardin time, asking how
events make other events happen. Necessary ones project backward,
asking what events might have preventedthe present state of things
from happening.Separatingthe two makes a sequentialanalysismuch
clearer."88 For example, the methodologicaltechniqueof event-structure analysisused by Isaac, Street,and Knapp analyzeseventsthat are
understood to be specifically necessary conditions within a reactive

sequence.That is, event-structureanalysts project backwardto those
events that are "requiredfor the occurrenceof a subsequentaction."89
Other scholars project forward by focusing on sufficientconditions
that generate subsequent stages in a sequence. These scholars may
contrast the reactive sequences of two or more cases in order to
demonstratethat specific events were sufficientfor the productionof
subsequentevents.90
Second, inherent sequentialitypermits a fine-grainedanalysis of the
"causalmechanisms"that link initial conditions with final outcomes.
Causal mechanismsare the interveningprocesses throughwhich one
variable exerts a causal effect on another variable.91In a reactive
sequence,each intermediaryevent representsa causal mechanismthat
links an initial breakpoint with a final outcome. At the same time,
causal mechanisms connect all temporallyconsecutive events in the
sequence.For instance,as presentedabove, Isaac, Street,and Knapp's
argumentlinking King's death to the expansion of AFDC provisions
representsa reactivesequenceof six linkedevents:A = B C =>D =
E = F. In this sequence,events B, C, D, and E are causal mechanisms
standing between King's death (Event A) and the AFDC expansion
(Event F). At the same time, there is a causal mechanism standing
between each pair of linked events in the sequence (e.g., between
King's death [EventA] and the failureof the Poor People'sCampaign
[EventB]).One cannotmeaningfullyassertthat eventA leadsto eventB,
or that event B leads to causalevent C, withoutsome understandingof
these mechanisms.92When path-dependentanalystsexplicitlyidentify
these mechanisms,they draw on existing theoreticalframeworks,includingthe utilitarian,functional,power,and legitimationapproaches
discussedabove.93
The final component of inherent sequentiality is a clear temporal
orderingamongeventsin a sequence.In muchsocial research,establishing the time order of variablescan be a difficulttask. For historical
sociologists who analyze reactivesequences,however,this problemis
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partially overcome through narrativeanalysis, which portrayssocial
phenomena as "stories"that unfold in a clear chronologicalorder.94
The chronologicalorderingof events in narrativeis a key reason why
reactive sequences appear to follow an inherent logic in which one
event naturallyleads to another. Indeed, if the events in a reactive
sequencecannot be clearlyarrangedin a precise chronologicalorder,
the notion that one eventlogicallyfollowsfromanotheris considerably
harderto sustain.

Reactive sequences in substantive research

Reactive sequence arguments in historical sociology are extremely
common, but most of these argumentsdo not model path-dependent
patterns. Studies that employ variants of "path analysis"examine
chainsof linkedevents,but these studiesdo not usuallytrace outcomes
back to contingent breakpoints.It is important to recognize that a
scholarlyemphasison "pathways"or "pathsof development"does not
mean that a studyexaminespath dependence.
Substantivepath-dependentanalysesof reactivesequencesoftenexamine
cases in which early contingentevents produce a trajectoryof change
that culminatesin an outcome that deviates from other similarcases.
For instance,studentsof "Americanexceptionalism"haveemphasized
historicalaccidents,contingentevents, or small differencesin starting
conditionsto explainthe absenceof socialismin the United States.95In
those rarecases wheresocialistorganizationsare presentin the United
States, scholars have also traced these unusual occurrencesback to
particularistichistorical factors. For example,to explain the development of radicalismamong the West Coast InternationalLongshoremen's and Warehouse'sUnion (ILWU), Howard Kimeldorf places
considerableemphasis on the leadershipof Harry Bridgesduringthe
key early-1930sjuncture in U.S. labor history. The emergence of
Bridges during this time and his extraordinaryleadershipcould not
havebeen predicted,but withouthim the ILWUwould havefolloweda
quite differentpath of evolution.96Similarly,Lipset,Trow,and Coleman's massive study of the InternationalTypographicalUnion (ITU)
tracesunion democracyback to a conjunctureof eventsthat could not
have been anticipated by organizationaltheorists. As they suggest,
"Democracy in the ITU was ... no necessary consequence of a partic-

ular set of static factors."Rather,"the existence of democracyin the
ITU is largely the result of the convergence of a set of events....
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If some one event in the early history had turnedthe other way, then
present-daydemocracy in the union would have been less likely."97
Because of the extremelylow probabilityof all the necessaryeventsfor
union democracycoming together,Lipset and collaboratorsconclude
that a democraticoutcome in the ITU was indeterminateeven when
the union was firstformed.Still other scholarshave analyzedoutcomes
such as delayed industrializationin Italy and the decline of central
state expansion in the United States following the Civil War as pathdependent occurrencesthat resulted from processes of reaction and
counterreactionoriginallyset into motion by a contingentbreakpoint.98
Jack Goldstone's recent explanation of the industrial revolution in
England illustrates the logic of a path-dependentreactive sequence
argument.99As Figure 3 suggests, Goldstone's argumentcan be broken down into three main sequences:an "environmental"sequence,
a "cultural"sequence,and an "industrialization"sequence.The industrializationsequence is the primarysequenceunder investigationbecause it contains the events that directly led to a modern industrial
economy in England.Yet, this sequencewas triggeredby a contingent
event - the developmentof the steam engine (Event M) - that in turn
grew out of a conjuncturebetween the environmentaland cultural
sequences.
In the figure, the environmentalsequence is launchedby certain featuresintrinsicto England:insignificantforest area, thick seams of coal
near the sea, and a cold climate (Event A). These conditions were
necessaryfor England'sheavy relianceon coal (ratherthan wood) for
heating (B). The extensiveuse of coal for heating, however,eventually
led to the exhaustionof surface-levelcoal (C), which in turn triggered
efforts to dig deeper for coal beneath the surface (D). Yet, digging
deepercausedgroundwaterto fill the mineshaftsand preventsuccessful
mining (E). Hence, by the early eighteenth century, miners faced
problemsextractingthe coal neededto heat homes across England.
In Goldstone'sformulation,England'sculturalsequenceis characterized by a "liberalizing"set of values in which new ways of thinking,
new modes of economic activity,and risk-takingare toleratedby the
state (J). As Figure3 demonstrates,this culturalsequenceis markedby
reinforcing- not reactive - properties.Goldstone's analysis suggests
that England's liberalizing culture was itself a product of causally
connected antecedent events, including the absence of a significant
monarchyin England (H) and limited Anglican authorityand a cli-
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CulturalSequence
(Antecedent Self-ReinforcingSequence)
EnvironmentalSequence
(AntecedentReactive Sequence)

Industrialization
L
Sequence(Primary
Reactive Sequence
underInvestigation;
Triggeredby Conjunctural
Event M)

Key:
A: Limited forest area, abundant coal near sea, and cold climate.
B: Long-term heavy reliance on coal for heat.
C: Surface coal is exhausted.
D: Effort to dig for deeper coal.
E: Ground water fills mine shafts.
H: Limited monarchy.
I: Limited Anglican authority and toleration.
J: Liberalizing culture open to technological experimentation.
Development of first steam engine.
Improvement of steam engine.
Reduction in coal prices.
Reduction in price of iron and steel.
Q: Development of railways and ships.
R: Mass distribution of industrial production and goods.
M:
N:
0:
P:

Figure 3. Goldstone's reactive sequence explanation of English industrialization.

mate of toleration (I). The reinforcing aspect of the cultural sequence
(i.e., the repetition of Event J) is important because this sequence later
influences developments in the primary industrialization sequence.
The intersection of these two sequences (i.e., Event E with Event J)
produced a major conjunctural event: the development of the first
steam engine (M). In 1712, in a successful effort to produce a machine
for pumping water to clear the deep-shaft mines, Thomas Newcomen
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created a bulky,noisy apparatusthat made steam from the water and
coal found at the mouth of the mines. Accordingto Goldstone,"it was
just chance that England had been using coal for so many centuries,
and now needed a way to pump clear deep mines that held exactly the
fuel needed for the clumsy Newcomen pumping machine" (p. 273).
Indeed, in Goldstone'sview, the unlikelyevents that led to the steam
engine were a "perhapsone-in-a-millionconjuncture"(p. 271).
Yet, once the first steam engine was developed, it triggered a quite
predictable sequence of reactions in which further innovations and
improvementsfollowed. First, the inefficientNewcomen steam engine
itself was improvedby subsequentinventorssuch as JamesWatt (N).
Then, these more efficient steam engines dramaticallyimprovedthe
extractionof coal, which led to a reductionin coal prices (O). In turn:
Cheapcoal madepossiblecheaperiron and steel. Cheapcoal plus cheapiron
made possiblethe constructionof railwaysand ships built of iron, fueledby
coal, and poweredby engines producingsteam. Railwaysand ships made
possiblemass nationaland internationaldistributionof metal tools, textiles,
and other productsthat could be more cheaplymade with steam-powered
metal-reinforcedmachinery[EventsP, Q, and R] (p. 275).

In summary,accordingto Goldstone,"therewas nothing necessaryor
inevitable"about England's breakthroughto modern industrialism
(p. 275). Rather, this outcome was dependenton the developmentof
steam power - a contingent breakpoint that grew out of a highly
improbableconcurrenceof events.
Conclusion
Discussions of path dependencehave been hamperedby a basic problem: analystsoften lack a clear understandingof the meaning of path
dependence.In this article,I have arguedthat path dependenceoccurs
when a contingenthistoricalevent triggersa subsequentsequencethat
followsa relativelydeterministicpattern.In the case of a self-reinforcing
sequence,the contingentperiod correspondswith the initial adoption
of a particularinstitutionalarrangement,whilethe deterministicpattern
correspondswith the stable reproductionof this institutionover time.
By contrast, in the case of a reactivesequence,the contingentperiod
correspondswith a key breakpointin history, while the deterministic
pattern corresponds with a series of reactions that logically follow
from this breakpoint.
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Path-dependentanalysesdepartdecisivelywith sociologicalapproaches
predicatedon generallinear reality.Accordingto Abbott, the general
linear model is based on the notion that "the orderof things does not
influencethe way they turn out."100By contrast,the very definitionof
path dependencestresses the importanceof early events for later occurrences.Likewise,whereas the general linear model assumes that,
"Causecan never flow from small to large, from the arbitraryto the
general, from the minor event to the major development,"path dependence by definitionassumes that causation flows from contingent
historical events to general processes of potentially broad significance.101To take one striking example consideredabove,Wallerstein
arguesthat the fundamentalorganizationof the entireglobal capitalist
economy hinged on small peculiaritiesin the natureof Europe'sagriculturalsystemin the fifteenthcentury.
Giventhat path dependencepresentsan intriguingmode of explanation
for sociology, one must ask about the kinds of phenomena that are
especiallylikely to exhibitpath dependence.As Goldstonehas pointed
out, outcomeslike the IndustrialRevolutionthat occur only once and
then perhaps diffuse to other places are frequentlysubject to path
Caseswith suchoutcomesoftenexhibitpath dependence
dependence.102
because they witness contingent historical events that separatethem
from other cases that sharesimilarinitial conditions.For example,the
developmentof the steam engine was a contingentbreakpointthat led
Englandto divergesharplyfrom othercountrieswith similarpreconditions for industrialism.At the same time, however,path dependence
may characterizeparticular instances of historical phenomena that
occur in multiple cases. In these situations, a given outcome that is
sharedby severalcases emergesin one particularcase from an atypical
set of initial conditions that are stochasticallyrelatedto the outcome.
For example, as we have seen, Roy argues that the privatizationof
largecorporationsin the United Stateswas a path-dependentoutcome
because the initial conditions from which it emerged do not correspond to the kind of generalizableconditions that may explain the
triumphof the largeprivatecorporationin other countries.
To some degree,work on path dependenceconflictswith effortsin the
field of historical sociology to identify generalizableconfigurations
of causal processes that explain similarities and differences across
multiple cases. Indeed, the researcherwho wants to document path
dependence for a particularoutcome may ruthlessly move back in
history to uncover a point in time when initial conditions cannot
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predictthe outcome. Even if this outcome has been explainedby generalizablecausal variables,the aggressivepath-dependentresearcher
may seek out prior conditions before those causal variablescame into
being. This kind of path-dependentanalysis sharply contrasts with
much mainstream comparative-historicalsociology, where analysts
attemptto locate points in time when generalizablevariablesexist and
try to avoid having to characterizeoutcomes as indeterminateoccurrences.
The tension between path-dependentargumentsand more commonplace causal argumentsin historical sociology hinges significantlyon
the temporal location of initial conditions in a sequence. Skeptics of
path dependence might argue that any outcome could be viewed as
path-dependentif one goes back far enough in time - i.e., eventually
initial conditions can be identifiedwhen final outcomes appear to be
stochastic.Path-dependentanalystsmight respondto such a chargeby
pointing out that the historical starting point in alternativekinds of
comparative-historicalwork is often arbitrary.This debate underscores the need for analysts to develop more objective criteria for
determining what temporal point should represent the "initial"or
"starting"conditions of a sequence.
With a self-reinforcingsequence,I would suggest that the period immediately preceding a critical juncture marks a reasonable point in
time for specifying the beginning of the sequence. During this precriticaljunctureperiod, differentoptionsbecome availablefor selection
and potential processes affectingthe choice made at the criticaljuncturebecome active.If the conditionspresentat this time can predictor
explainthe outcome of the criticaljuncture,the given sequenceshould
not be considered path-dependent. By contrast, if the outcome of
the critical juncture is related stochasticallyto these conditions, the
sequence should be consideredpath-dependent.Using this standard,
the argumentsof Wallerstein,Orren, and many economic historians
can be considered path-dependentbecause conditions immediately
prior to criticaljuncturesleft open the outcome of thesejunctures.
With reactivesequences,it is harderto identifya temporalpoint corresponding to initial conditions, since the outcome under investigation
may follow a seemingly endless flow of causally-connectedevents
going back in time. Although advocates of path dependencemay be
temptedto move back in time until theory can no longer explainfinal
outcomes,such a strategyleavesthemvulnerableto the chargethat any
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outcome can be construed as path-dependent if one looks hard
enough. Perhapsa more reasonableapproachis to use comparisons
with othercases and generalizedunderstandingsof what is historically
possible as a basis for identifyingthe initial conditions of a sequence.
Forexample,Kimeldorf'spath-dependentexplanationof the emergence
of socialismin the ILWUis convincingbecause,througha comparison
with unions that did not develop a socialist orientation,he illustrates
that this outcome was indeterminateeven when it was a meaningful
possibilityfor the ILWUto follow the anti-socialistpath of most other
U.S. unions. Similarly,Goldstone'sanalysisof the industrialrevolution
in Englandmakes sense becausehe showsthat this outcomeis stochastically related not only to conditions found in the distant past of
England,when theory is less relevantfor explainingindustrialization,
but also to conditions present only shortly before Englandembarked
on a course of rapid industrialization,when theories of industrialization are most applicable.And Lipset,Trow,and Coleman'scontention
that the developmentof socialismin the ITU was indeterminatemakes
sense because the claim is applied to a period in time when other
similarunions were developingin a decidedlynon-socialistdirection.
For all of these studies, the argumentthat final outcomes are stochasticallyrelatedto initialconditionsis sensiblebecausethe analystfocuses
on a starting point when theory suggests that the non-occurrenceof
these outcomeswas a realistichistoricalpossibility.
Using these criteria for specifying the beginning of sequences will
help researchersmake more plausible claims that certain important
outcomes are ultimately generated through a path-dependentlogic.
Along with more clearlyelaboratingthe theoreticalframeworksfrom
which one evaluates path dependence, which will help in assessing
claims about contingency,this effortcould representa big advancefor
path-dependentresearch. In the meantime, it is important that all
analystsbecome clearerand more explicit about the meaning of path
dependence.If this concept continues to be used loosely and without
clear definition, the study of path-dependentsequences by historical
sociologistswill probablynot amountto anythingmore than a faddish
trend in the discipline.In explicatingthe specificmeaningand uses of
path dependence,this articleprovidessociologistswith conceptualand
methodologicaltools for avoidingthis outcome.
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